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YOU CAN TARGET
BELLY FAT

1.

     (OR ANY OTHER AREA)

As much as that would be an absolute

dream come true, that's not how our

body works. Every day our body will use

the energy it needs one way or another..

If we are in a calorie deficit, we then

produce a hormone called glucagon,

which triggers the release of body fat to

be used as energy to make up the energy

deficit. This hormone goes round your

whole body triggering fat to be released

all over.

Any product or workout program

claiming to reduce fat in a specific area, is

a lie and should be avoided.



 2.CARBS MAKE
    YOU FAT

Hell no they don't!

over consumption of calories from

any source is what leads to weight gain.

Carbs are actually the bodies preferred

source of energy as it converts directly

into glucose and glycogen (the body's

stored glucose), which in turn is

converted into what we call adenosine

triphosphate, which is what we actually use

as fuel.

Carbs therefore only get converted into

body fat if we are consuming more energy

(calories) than we are burning.

so feel free to treat yourself to sugary

snacks in moderation.

I've helped literally thousands of people

lose weight and i've never told anyone (and

never will) to stop eating carbs.



 3. FAT MAKES 
     YOU FAT

Again totally untrue. this misconception

comes from the fact that while carbs and

protein contain 4 calories per gram, fats (both

good and bad) contain 9 calories per gram.

so over consumption of total cals would be

easier, but still, it's the total cals causing

weight gain.

In fact fats are essential for nutrient

absorption, and hormone production and

transportation around the body.

and considering we already learned that it's a

hormone called glucagon that triggers fat

release for fuel, you see why we would want

to aid it.

so fats for the win! Just be aware that the

amount of each macronutrient needs to

remain within your daily calorie requirements

for weight loss.



 4. YOU NEED TONS
     OF CARDIO
You could actually lose weight without doing

any exercise. your fat loss will come from the

calorie deficit, but adding in exercise is like

pouring fuel on the fire.

it will accelerate your progress. also if you didn't

do any exercise, your daily calorie needs would be

very low, so it would be a struggle to diet. we also

need to ensure we eat enough to fuel our bodies.

however while both cardio and weight training

bring massive benefits that you should 100% want,

for weight loss the ideal exercise would be the

one that you enjoy, will want to do and be able to

do consistently. This will ensure you are being

active and the idea of doing your workouts is

exciting and not daunting.

I'd certainly suggest however that you learn the

basics of resistance training as the benefits are

huge! especially later in life.



 5. WEIGHTS MAKE
     YOU LOOK MANLY
Actually weight training (resistance) will make

you look toned and strong. 

Also, as we get older it also slows down

natural degeneration, mainly osteoporosis

(reduction in bone density) and sarcopenia

(reduction in muscle mass) 

so if you want to be strong and mobile in

your later years, you really should start

lifting now.
the whole "looking manly" thing comes from

people's opinion of women body builders which is

one, nobody's business anyway and two, stemmed

from people's insecurities. when female body builders

are in their most muscular state, remember that

firstly, their show state, is not how they live, and

they devote their lives to the sport. the average

person couldn't achieve that if they wanted to. plus,

they are actually people we should be looking up

to. and finally again, how they look is nobodies

business than their own, their coaches, fans and

competition.

  you do you!
 



 6. FAT BURNERS
     BURN FAT

unfortunately this is another 'in our dreams'

type deal. we already learned how our bodies

use fat as fuel in a deficit, that is the only way

to lose weight, no products can make our

bodies do this!

often people take a fat burning supplement and

lose weight, but the progress is from the fact

that they also ate better and started exercising,

but as they paid for a pill, they wrongly

associate their results with the pills etc when in

fact it was a result of the diet and exercise

efforts they made.

often people can burn more daily calories while

taking fat burners, this is only because they use

stimulants like caffeine which makes you feel

more awake and active. the extra calories burned

came from the activity. so knowing this is

would be more effective and cheaper to walk 20

minutes than take a supplement.



 7. BREAKFAST IS 
     IMPORTANT

again not true, in fact often the opposite can

be true. 

weight loss comes from a calorie deficit,

usually people consume more cals in the

evening and often only eat breakfast because

they think then have to. if it suits you better to

skip breakfast to allow yourself to consume

more of your calories in the evening, then this

will be infinitely more beneficial for your

weight loss journey,

there's a misconception that eating breakfast

kickstarts your metabolism. the truth is that

your metabolism raises to process any food ,

regardless of the time of day you eat it. it also

only stays up until you have processed this

food. this called the thermic effect of food. 

eating breakfast won't make your metabolism

stay raised for any longer than it would if you

consumed those cals later in the day.



 8. YOU HAVE NO
     WILL POWER

tests have been done on how strong our

will power is and they all concluded that

will power is a limited resource.

the more we have to resist something, the

harder it gets to resist anything, not just

the thing that initially tempted us.

so relax, it's not your fault, and good

news! there's a solution.

if you try and diet based on will power

alone, it is a sure fire way to fail. this just

leads to a starve/binge cycle.

to diet successfully we need to form habits

that make us make the right choice without

thinking about it, and tailor our

environment to avoid these temptations in

the first place. i recommend a book called

mindless eating to help you do this.



 9. LOSING WEIGHT
 IS A LINEAR PROCESS

this background pic is actually me...

yep, i was overweight once.

during my journey there would be weeks when i

got on the scale and nothing changed, or i'd

even gained a pound. 

it was so disheartening, until i actually started

completing my coaching qualifications and

realised that the scale is not a very good way to

measure results short term, over a few months it's

great but you are going to have weeks when the

scale doesn't move.

it's totally natural and if you have been in a

deficit and workout out that week, then you

probably did lose body fat but because of the

endless list of things that cause water retention,

you are probably storing a little extra water.

so i recommend using progress pics and body

measurements along side your weight to track

progress.



 10. ALL CALORIES 
      ARE EQUAL

a calorie, is actually a unit of measure, it has no

shape, appearence etc. we should look at them the

same way we look at a centimetre or an inch. it's a

non-physical way to measure something. in this

case, the energy contained within foods.

so knowing that we could argue that each

calorie is the same, as it represents the same

amount of energy, and that would be correct

technically.

but, those calories can be processed and effect us

differently. depending on what else is in the food

will dictate the metabolic pathways taken when

we eat food. for instance, remember when we

spoke about thermic effect of food? protein is

around twice as high as fats and carbs. then

carbs and fats will be processed differently. 

to make the very most from our food, we should

eat a wide variety of fruits and vegetables, simple

carbs, high protein diet and adequate healthy

fats.



 SO WHAT NEXT?

i want to thank you for taking the time to

download and read this e-book. 

if you implement the steps in it you will see

your weight loss journey get much easier and

bring better results. however i know it's a lot

to take in so if you think you might benefit

from having my program walk you through

this entire process step by step, you are always

welcome in my program. just visit 

www.gymschoolbyjac.com


